
Mylar Balloon Inflation - READ

Latex Only Tip

Latex Tip

Mylar Tip
with auto shut off.

Please make sure you are using the correct
equipment.
Latex and Mylar balloons require different balloon inflators! The dual inflator
shown on the right shows the rubber latex tip on the top and the brass mylar
balloon tip (with auto shut off) on the bottom.

Using the rubber tipped inflator to blow up Mylar balloons can cause damage to
the self sealing value and the balloon will lose helium quickly. Using the rubber
tipped valve can also cause other problems, like causing the balloon to tear or
pop at the seams, or small pin holes.

An automatic shut off built into many of the dual inflators is best. It auto stops
the filling of the Mylar balloon to avoid over filling which will pop the balloon.
Mylar balloon don’t expand like Latex balloons, they must not be over filled.

Shortages: If you feel there is a shortage in your order. FIRST look in the
package labeled "Multiple Balloons Enclosed" or check Packing Slip for notes:
ie: "Backordered", "Refunded", otherwise you must report it within 48 hours of
receiving order.
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